
$1,550,000 - 4726 Boulder Pl, LA MESA
MLS® #240006222

$1,550,000
4 Bedroom, 3.00 Bathroom, 2,352 sqft
Residential on 0 Acres

La Mesa Village, LA MESA, CA

Welcome to your sanctuary in the heart of the
Historic Village of La Mesa! Nestled on a
tranquil cul-de-sac, this custom home offers
unparalleled views of La Mesa Village and
majestic Cowles Mountain, with La Jolla and
ocean visible on clear day - promising a
lifestyle of serenity and sophistication. With
wood beam ceilings adding character and
charm, this home is a true masterpiece
offering the epitome of San Diego Living.
Prepare to be amazed as you explore the yard
and all it has to offer. Step inside to discover a
meticulously designed residence boasting a
formal living room and carefully curated
finishes, adorned with neutral hues that invite
you to unwind and relax. San Diego Living
reaches its zenith as you open the French 
doors wide, leading to an outdoor covered
California room with a fireplace and ample
seating, where breathtaking sunsets and
evening fireworks at SeaWorld paint the sky.
Entertain with ease in your private guest suite
with an en suite bathroom, while the primary
retreat beckons with a walk-in closet and a
private deck where you can sip your coffee
and soak in the panoramic views. Indulge your
inner chef in the culinary delight kitchen,
showcasing a chef-grade gas range,, stainless
steel appliances, decorative tile backsplash,
an abundance of cabinet and counter space
perfect for culinary creations. Welcome home
to luxury, tranquility, and endless possibilities!

Built in 1940



Additional Information

City LA MESA

County San Diego

Zip 91941

MLS® # 240006222

Bedrooms 4

Bathrooms 3

Square Ft 2,352

Lot Size 0.23

Neighborhood LA MESA (91941)

Garages 2
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